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The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
VOLUME FIFTEEN

FULTON, KENTUCKY. FRIDAY,

AUGUST 30, 1946.

NUOIBER THIRTY-ONE

Juries Announced For
American Legion Plans
South Fulton To
Dr. A. C. Baker,
Water Valley Man
Farm Bureau To
September Term Of
Auto Races In Fulton
Open Schools On
Evangelist Holds
Dies in Fulton Hospital
Hold Picnic Here
Fulton Circuit Court
Monday, September 2
Sunday, October 5th
Revetal In Fulton
On September 4-5

William Carl Cooley, 56, farmer
Vacancies on Staff Have Been Fill- $175.09 Cash Awards To Be Given; Good Crowds Turning Out For and well known resident of Water
Chas. E. Wright, President, reValley, died here Monday night in
Racing Cars Will Speed Over
Series of Sermons at First
ed Principal Ed Eller States;
leases details of the two day meet
hospital
Fulton
after
the
an
exLocal Track To Thrill
Bus to Begin Regular
Baptist Church; Song
to be held at the Old Fair Grounds
tended illness. nineral services
Schedule
Crowd
Services Fine
Fulton, Ky., on September 4 and
were held Wednesday afternoon at
5, on which he states the regular
the Water Valley Baptist church by
annual picnic will be on the first
This week the committee from
Dr. A. C. Baker, evangelist of
Plans have been completed for
Rev. L. I. Knighton and Rev. J. R.
day, with the 4-H Club girls disthe opening of the South Fulton the American Legion announced Macon Ga., started a series of reDrace. Interment
followed
in play,
4-H Club Baby Beef and the
schools next Monday morning, ac- that plan sare nearing completing vival services at the First Baptist
charge of the Hornbeak Funeral
Fulton Junior Dairy Show to be
cording to Ed Eller, princtpal. for the first annual Auto Races to church, which have been drawing
Home.
shown and judged the next day (in
Doors will open at nine o'clock be staged at the Fair Ground track good crowds, and creating much
He leaves his widow, Mrs. Rheuy
the morning.) Added this year, as
Monday, and pupils will register here on Sunday, Oct. 5. If it rains interest among ihe church-going
Cooley; three sons, John Carl, Gershown above, is a new feature proand obtain lesson assignments for that day, the races will be held the people of this section. Gradie Bloyd
ald Norton and David Jr., of Wamoted by W. P. Burnett and coof Greensboro, Ky., song leader,
Tuesday, when regular classes will following Sunday, Oct. 12.
ter Valley; five daughters, Virginia
sponsored by the Farm Bureau and
start.
with
his
fine
song
services
has
Prior to the war annual races
Fay, Beulah May, Betty Jane,
that is the Fulton Junior Dairy
The cafeteria will open Tuesday were staged in Fulton by the local added much to the spirit and enRheuy Inez and Glenda Sue Cooley
Show.
morning, and buses will begin their YMBC. And now the American thusiasm of the revival.
of Water Valley; one half brother,
regular schedules.
To give the public an idea just
Legion is reviving the speedway
Dr. Baker, former pastor of the Robert Cooley of Crutchfield; two
The. teaching staff is now com- events which promise to give en- Tabernacle Baptist church in Ma- half sisters, Mrs. Nola Hudson of how much the Farm Bureau is doplete, with the following new teach- tertainment-hungry
crowds new con, Ga., fifth largest in the South- Crutchfield, Mrs. Lennox Boaz of ing toward the promotion @and the
ers: Miss Icie Pepper, first grade; thrills and sparking entertainment. ern Baptist Convention, rec4ritlY Mayfield; six grandchildren. De- education of our 4-H Club boys and
Several racers have already been resigned his pulpit to enter the ceased is a brother in law of Mrs. girls to encourage outstanding acMiss Margaret Gardiner, 3rd and
4th grades; Mrs. W. R. Reid, 5th and entered for the races, and drivers evangelistic field.
Frank Brady of Fulton and Miss complishments of their labor, an ap6th grades; Miss Irma Hamilton, in this section wishing to particiRev. Sam Ed Bradley, pastor of Artie Robey, supervisor at the Riv- propriation was made amounting to
$215 to be given to them as awards,
home economics; and Mac Burrow, pate should conta4t the American the Fulton Baptist church, was erside Hospital in Paducah.
Legion post here.
commercial.
fortunate in obtaining the visiting
Mr. Cooley was a member of the (which included $15 to go to the
Mr. Clark of Fulgham has been
The prize list this year will total evangelist, and much good will Water Valley Baptist church, ancT six County District show) for tkis
signed as basketball coach and $175.00 in cash, and other nice come out of this series of services. had many friends in this section year. Similar amounts aocording to
physicai education instructor. He awards. Tell all your friends about
who will regret to learn of his participation have been appropriated each year.
recently returned from service, and the auto races, and be there for the CAMPBELLS OPEN NEW
death.
Each Farm Bureau member will
has had seven 'years experience in chills thrills and spills.
STATION AND GROCERY
be sent two complimentary tickets
his chosen field.
ON MARTIN HIGHWAY
LITTLE MISS VIRGINIA CATHEY
for the big Barbecue dinner, and if
OWL DRUG STORE
SUFFERS EAR INJUBY
for some reason the mail did not
STATE-WIDE FOODS
HAS TWO FERRETS
Mr. and Mrs. Les Campbell, who
bring those tickets, those parties
PROGRAM CONTINUED
Little Miss Virginia Cathey, 3,
have built a new home on the Marshould come to the Secretary on
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Cathey
Few people around this section tin highway, one and one hell
the grounds that day and state so.
How efforts of the University of have
ever seen any ferrets, al- miles sduth of Fulton, have opened south of Fulton, fell Tuesday aft- The public is cordially invited to
Kentucky College of Agriculture though they are quite
ernoon
while
playing
on
a
her
new
service
front
station
and
grocery
well known
these features and only a nominal
and Home Economics are continu- in some
porch, and sustained a severe ear
places. The Owl Drug Com- adjoining their home.
charge is made for plates to noriing to promote home food produc- pany
injury.
She
was
brough
to
a
local
Their home is modern throughout,
fo Fulton has brought two
members.
tion and conservation is set out in ferrets
to this city, one male and and maketain attractive addition to hospital for treatment.
Mrs. Mae Hampton is visiting her the annual report of the director
WAILtheir nelgorhootL Both the home
one female. `
Is estinuetad dwt!MO will be pew
daughter in Chicago, M.
of agricultural extension.
These llttle ardnials_am. tine tor and srtiO.OWlakve hot and cold run- 'UNION CHURCH HELD
sent the first day at 12 o'clock, and
Kenneth Oliver of Tupelo, Misis.,
Fifty-eeven food conservation asCOMPLET'E
GOOD
REVIVAL
deleting your premise! Of rats, Mr. ning wittier, eleetric lights, a shower
you will be entertained in the afterIs visiting Mrs. Wile Boadurant istants hi thp past year helped !sniJaeluan said. In that- case, it is sug- and rest room.
noon with some real good speaking,
and hie wile and son. who have ffles produce and store food. Seven
One of the most successful revi- in which Hon.
gested that other business firms imHarry Lee Waterbeen here for several weeks. They thousand families were helped to
vals of many years closed at Union field. of Clinton,
port some of these animals to be GARDENS IMPORTANT
will be the princiwill return to Tupelo with him this make butter and cheese; 23,000
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
used in a rate extermination drive.
Pal speaker. J. E. Stanford, our
week end.
pressure cookers were purchased as
on
August
9th.
The
Rev.
C.
W.
County Agent S. M. C,00k of LesState Executive Sec'y and John H.
Mrs. James Smith and son, Ron- a result of the program, and 38,000
lie county says a garden should Hayes of Crandall, Ga., did the Cox, our District Organization DoBEELERTON
nie, have returned after a visit families learned how to improve
produce $1 worth of food for each preaching. The Rev. E. T. Shauf is rector have been invited and will
with relatives in Ripley, and Mem- their home food supnly of vegealso be on the program.
Wanda Jean Wright has returned member of the family each week the pastor.
phis, Tenn.
tables, fruits, milk and poultry.
The largest crowds in many years
to her home in Chicago after a six throughout the year. Such producThe following Comrnittees have
Mrs. Jessie Powell of Murray and Improvement was reported in the
attended
services.
the
Preaching
weeks visit with her grandparents tion would not only help the famcharge of their respective DepartMrs. Hugh Cruse of Union City diets of 28,797 families in 59 counwas
fine,
and
services
the song
was
ily's pocketbook but would tend
Mr. and Mrs. LeCin Wright.
ments: Ground Corrunittee: Roy D.
were Sunday afternoon visitors of ties.
Mr. and Mrs. Pleasant Rudolph to insure a balanced diet and bet: well conducted, with special musi- Taylor, Chairman, and J. S. Dawes.
relatives and friends.
programs
cal
as
attraction.
an
added
ter
health,
he adds. His garden
and children spent last week here
Meat Committee; Hugh E. Garrigan
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Cruce and
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sid- work this season included distri- There were four conversions, Iwo Sr., Chairman, C. A. Binford and A.
children, James Donald and Richrenewals
and
fourten
added
to
the
buting to 4-H club members 1,000
ney Walker.
G. Gampbell. Wood Committee: R.
ard Wayne of Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. Herber Hudson -and
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hicks, Mr. four-ounce packages of mustard, church.
E. Brasfield, Chairman, to work
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
family are visiting Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Russell Bockman and kale, chinese cabbage, turnip and
with Meat Committee. Housing
Cruce.
Powell Webb in Oak Rica*, Tenn.
daughters spent the week end near crimson clover seed.
PILOT OAR.
Committee: E. W. Yates, Chairman,
Mr. and Mrs. Talmage Corum
Mr. and Mrs. James Robert Frankfort with Mr. and Mrs. Rayand Allen King. Serving Commithave returned to their home in
Browder of Knoxville, Tenn., are mond Vaughn and children.
Rev. 011ie Cole from Texas fill! tee: Roy Bard, Chairman, L. N.
FULTON CHICKS WIND
Akron after a visit with relatives.
visiting her mother, Mrs. Jewell
ed the pulpit at Water Valley Bap- Brown, Percy King and Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. Winefred McMorris UP SEASON AT HOME
Rev. and Mrs. Boykin are spendBuck.
tist church last Sunday, August Adams, Home Demonstration Agent.
spent Sunday in Gleason, Tenn.,
ing several days at Junaliska near
Mr. and Mrs. Lyndal Works and v.ath her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
18th.
Cold Drink Committee: Robert
The
Fulton
Chicks
wolind
up the
Knoxville, Tenn.
son of f)?trolt, Mich., are spending Darnell.
Mrs. Allene Lowry and Mrs. Thompson, Chairman, Samuel E.
baseball season at home Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Earl John and son a vacation here with relatives and
Beelerton school opened August night with Clarksville. The local Thelma Puckett visited Mrs. Mary Holly and Guy Barnett. Premium
of Los Angleles, Cal., are visiting friends.
19. Mrs. Auzzie Phillips, Mrs. -Har- club has played better than average Collins Thursday evening of last Committee: Ed Williamson, ChairMr. and Mrs. Alex Campbell.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. James Garrigins of old White, Mrs. Capitola McAlister ball
man, Weldon King and, John B.
all the season, but not top
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Oliver and Detroit, Mich., visited Mr. and
Mrs. Lunsford Rowland is very Watts, Co. Agent.
Mrs. in charge. Mrs. Mettle Guyn and form, and finished in third position.
daughter, Mrs. Wesley Campbell Wilson Cannon awhile
Monday.
Mrs. Naomi Beard will have charge Owensboro and Hopkinsville were poorly at this time.
The second day's operations will
and son of Akron, Mrs. Ethe1.011vMr. and Mrs. Edd Mount visited be carried on by
Mrs. Lou McCall passed away of the cafeteria. Harold Beard, jani- leaders and
runners-up, respectivecommittees from
er and son of Tupelo, Miss., Mr. Friday afternoon after a
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Bushart Sun- all the six counties:
brief ill- tor, James Hicks, bus driver.
McCracken,
/5%
and Mrs. Robert Oliver and daugh- ness. Funeral services were
day
afternoon.
held
Billie Wright is home from the
Fulton plays Hopkinsville away
Ballard, Graves, Carlidle, Hickman
ter of Fulton, Mrs. Edna Campbell 'Saturday afternoon at 2:30
A
very
nice
supper
was served and Fulton, with all ,county agents
o'clock Navy with his discharge.
from home Friday and Satui,clay to
of near Crutchfield, Mr. and Mrs. at the Good Springs Presbyterian
by the Homemakers Saturday night
in charge. The Fulton Cooperative
Miss Helen Hancock has return- finish the 1946 season.
Otha Harrunonds, and Mr. and Mrs. church with Rev. O. A.
on the lawn of Mr. and MM. Fred
Gardner ed home after several weeks in
Then will come the play-off be'will finance the calf sale. The FulJames. Stahr of Hickman spent in charge.
Waggoner. A large crowd of men ton
tween the four leading teams.
County Homemakers will serve
Akron and Detroit.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Chester
women and ehildren were present barbecue
Miss Estelle Slaughter of Memlunch at noon.
Mr.
Herbert
and
Mrs.
Kirby
and
Wade.
and
had
a
fine
evening together..
phis and Franklin Williams of Pa- two granddaughters, of Detroit, MANAGER
Mr. Wright stated that he hoPed
OF BROWDER
Mrs. W. A. Naillirig and Miss Nell ducah spent Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Rhodes, Mrs.
with Mr. and spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. MILL BUYS HOME HERE
every farrner, whether a menih-er
Wiling of Union City, Miss Evelyn Mrs. B. A. Winston.
Evelyn Bonds and children visited
Aaron Kirby and Ronald.
Or not, would be present and he
Ring of Boston, Mass., Mrs. Ada
Mr. and Mrs. Will Collins Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Watts and
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Binford enE. E. Williamson, manager of the
wants to take this means of inGlass of Oklahoma, were Friday Mrs. Clovis Nanny
spent Sunday tertained Sunday with a family re- Browder Milling C,o., Inc., of this afternoon.
viting all the public so they coUld
afternoon guests of Mrs. Etta Neill- with Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
Fannie
Emerson
is
still very
W. L. House Jr. union and dinner honoring their city, has purchased the residence
see for themselves, these 441 Club
ing;! Sunday guests of Mrs. Ette
sick at Haws Clinic.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Faulkner and guests, Mr. and Mrs. Perkins Hicks located on the
boys and girls achievements.
corner
of
Eddhigs
Whitsell
Nailling were Mrs. R. T.
Rev. 011ie Cole and wife froni
Mikie, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Can- and granddaughter of Detroit. Mr. and Pearl
Streets from Mrs. J. O. Texas visited Mr. and
and daughter, Lillian Byrd, and non
Mrs.
Edd
and Max spent Sunday with and Mrs. Hicks will return to De- Lewis of Mayfield.
Mrs. Waymon Luten of Union City. Mr.
Rhodes last week.
HELLO WORLD
and Mrs. John Choice of Pa- troit this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Willisunson will
A large number of friends and
diwah.
Will Pharis of Detroit, Mr. and move into their new home in the relatives gathered at the
Mr. and Mrs—JIM:My Clemmons
home of
FULTON COUNTY TEAM
Mr. and Mrs. Colle Aldrige vis- Mrs. Thurman Pharis and children near future.
Noble Jones Sunday in honor of J. announce the bir.th,',Agf W daughter
a
JUDGED FAT STOCK
ited Mr. and Mrs. Bryant Blay- were Sunday evening guests of Mr.
W.'s birthday. ,Every ,one retained August 26 at Jones...Clinic.
lock awhile Sunday.
and Mrs. Mangus Batts and chil- CRUTCHFIELD HOMEMAKERS
lots
to eat adi s good time.
A Fat Stock judging team comRev. and Mrs. Homer Royster drenMr. and Mrs. Hub Wray and
Mr. and Mrs. Louiikliggilirn of
posed of Charles Moon, of Fulton, And son have been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Nall and Edward Nall,
The Crutchfiedl
Homemakers, Tommie from Detroit arrived here Hickman announce the 'Mitt tit a
NV. G. Adams, Cecil Jackson and Mrs. Will Seay, Mrs. G. Roystsr Mrs. Leon Wright and Billie Wright
their families and friends enjoyed a Sunday to visit relatives and son, born Wednesday anorning
at
Ralph Adams of Cayce, represented and Mrs. Florence Ray the past were callers of Mrs. Hamp Clapp
get-together last Friday evening at friends.
Fulton Hospital.
Fulton county in the state-wide week.
Tuesday afternoon.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. .
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Lamb taken
contest held at the Kentucky State
The meeting closed at Knob
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Roper and Salford, when a delgihtful picnic Sunday dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Clark an.
Fair in Louisville Wednesday, Aug- Creed Church of Christ Sunday family of Mayfield were Sunday
was held.
'Icible Jones.
ust 28th.
nounce the birth of a daughter,
night. A very good meeting was re- guests in the B. C. Walker home.
..-asion marked one of the
The oc,,
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Sv:am Charlotte Lynn,
born Wedneedey
This team left Tuesday and re- ported.
most enjoyable affairee of this kind from Mayfield spent Sunday with
morning at Haws Memorial Hoopiturned Thursday night.
School activities began at Welch FULTON COUNTY YOUTH
in the Crutchfield community this Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive.
tal.
Monday'. Mrs. Herschel Floyd and NAMED STAR CAMPERS
year.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Burnham
ADVANCE WARNING
Mrs. L. T. Williams are the teachfrom Detroit is visiting relatives
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Walker anrs.
Five Fulton County boys and
The difference between literature and friends here.
to Housewives: Don't take
Mr. and Mrs. Hobert Woodruff girls returned star campers at the and journalism is that journalism
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates spent nounce the birth of a son, born
August 27 at Jones Clinic.
down your living room curtains for were visitors around Latham Sun- district 4-H Camp held in Murray
is unreadable and literature is not Sunday afternoon with Mr. Nand
laundering this Fall unless you like day.
Betty
Those
were
week.
named
Yates.
last
read.
Mrs. Jofin
to chat with people who are lookSue McKimmons, Bobby Roberts,
Mr. Dan S. Henry who is employMiss Dale Henry was in Martin Western, Ralph Adams, Cecil Jacking for a vaeant apartment—BosIt takes skill to make a product ed in Arkansas is spending a few
The needs of humanity require
Globe.
Wednesday.
ton
son, and W. G. Adams. Cayce.
days at horne tbls vfeek.
a complete as well as a free press. better and worth more money.
Petit and grand jury calls were
announced this week by Justin
Attebery, Fulton
county
circuit
court. The court will convene on
September 16 for a period of three
weeks. Lists of juries follows:
Petit Jury—John Asbell, Bob Evans, Sandolph Cohn, C. V. Stephenson, Elmer Liliker, Fred Bondurant.
M. R. Bondurant, Clint Workman,
S. E. Hancock, Floyd Shuck, Jimmie
Lawson, Elmo McClellan,
Grayd Varden, J. Kasnow, Guy
Tucker, W. H. Caldwell, Mrs. Lawson Roper, A. G. Campbell, Cecil
Barnett, W. T. Sammons, Carl Dickerson, J. I. Taylor, Mrs. J. H. Dallas, Russell Thomas, W. B. Sowell,
Mrs. Cecil Burnett, Mrs. Martin
Conder, Raymond Everett, Mrs.
Kent Hamby, Edward B. Wiley,
D. P. Aquino, Mrs. Fred Stokes,
Mrs. Kettle McNeill, Rodney Ayker
and Geo. Coon.
Grand Jury—Jim B. Intrian, Mack
Scearce, A. M. Cruce, Guy Barnett,
Mrs. Earl Boaz, Clarence Reed,
Geo. W. Batts, J. A. Lattus, Wade
Brown, H. H. Bugg, Parker Wheeler
Ray Bondurant, Luke Mooneyham,
Ernest Mosier, Edwin Mayfield, K.
A. Mitchell, John Peeler, Chas.
Powell, George Newton, John Melton, Donald Mabry, Mrs. Paul
Butts, Lon Logan and Harry Tucker.

*

CAYCE

*

DUKEDOM

s

Statutea,

THE FULTON COLTNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
At
1 mediately, the isge-old enmity be1 tween Hindus an dMoslems flared
into the open and newspapers dispatches tell us that the police of
PUBLISHED JIMMY FRIDAY
,Calcutta needed aid to halt the
bloodiest rioting in the City's hisMetered as second class matter June
1111, 191M, at the post office at Fulton, tory.
When the British made their proKy, under the act of March 3, 1879.
posal for a constitutional regime
Thank%
of
Card
OBITUARI323.
the Congress party, including GhanOnsiesses Notices and Political Canis di, seemed somewhat hesitant and
skarapsd at the rates specified by the Moslems seemed somewhat readvartlieg department.
ceptive. However, in the course of
Oubscription rates radius a/ MI discussion the Congress group inmiles of Fulton $1,50 a year. Lae- terpreted the temporary provision
in its own fashion but not to the likwears 112.00 a year.
ing of the Moslems who contintle
to demand autonomy for Pakistan.
There is no way to predict what
will happen in India before the unhappy people of that area attempt
self-government. Not only is there a
bitter enmity between Moslem and
Hindu but millions of untouchINDIANS CAN'T AGREE
ables create a problem and other
-millions are unde rthe rule of varFor many years the plight of the ious native states and hence not
Indians has been attributed to the subject to decisions made by the
sordid machinations of the evil British in regard to a nvilw form of
British Empire.
government.
Recently, the British GovernIf you're planning to atend your
ment proposed an interim form of
government, pending the estatilish- favorite football classic this Fall
ment of a permament government and haven't- bought tickets, cancel
in that overpopulated area. Im- your plans.

The Fulton County News
J. PAUL BUSHART
Editor and Publisher

Watch Repairing
Bring your watch to us for regulation and repair service. Satisfaction assured.

Warren Jewelry Co.
311 Walnut Street

Phone 98

Fulton, Ky.

MYSTERIOUS MISSILES
OVER SWEDEN
The people of Sweden and officials of many countries are greatly interested in mysterious missiles
which have been flying over that
country The Swedish General Staff
is reported concerned over possible
violations of Swedish neutrality and
is busy chocking reports of rocket
bombs flying overhead. On one
night received more than one thousands reports.
Descriptions of the mysterious
projectiles vary, with some observ7
ers reporting a fireball instead of
a torpedo-shaped missile, but all
agree that small fire-balls shoot
out from the tail of the projectile.
caught
a
One astronomer, who
glimpse while studying the clouds,
estimates that the torpedo-shaped
thing was-metal and at 'least ninety
feet long.

NEW INDUSTRY

New industries in the smaller
towns increase the pay-roll and stimulate business. It is heartening to
see a town, long lazy in appearance
spring to life with new industry.
The smaller towns should seek
larger payrolls for their communiUes and most of them do, but there
are some points involved where the
line should be drawn—even though
business men may profit.
Some of the bigger mills involved in certain processes consuming
lumber are depednent on a water
supply—lakes in most cases. They
dump their refuse from the mill
into the lakes. Some mills process
the dumpage to safeguard fish and
other game, but some dump poisonious waste material into the water
and the wild life dies off at a rapid
pace.
It should not be a choice betWeen
mills or game. It should be either
the game and the mill or the game
in that• ntanner, mills which kill
animal and bird life on the ,lakes
will not find- new territory open to
industry at any price. The mills
will come just the same, but they
will provide Adequate protection to
the state's natural resources.

Despite reports and accounts of
eye witnesses, the Swedish military
authorities have been able to get
no tangible proof that the phenomena result from foreign experiments- with aerial missiles. Nothing
has been found to enable Swedish
experts to study the mysterious
visitors or to explain rhat they are.
Some believe that the black metal
Objects, similar to coal clinkers,
which have fallen to the earth after
explosions in the air, are fragments
of the explosives used to propel
them rather than a part of the missile itself. These are supposedly
radio-directed back to their landing
sites after flying overhead.
The reports that come from Swed
The army has been wondering
en have been followed by one from
Denmark, which says that a night what the new P-80 coul ddo. They
watchman in West Jutland observ- might be used on Balkan transport
ed a speeding rocket, approaching escort.
from the northeast explode with a
roar and illuminate the sky with a
blinding flash. However, most of
the reports of the "ghost" rockets
come from Sweden, v,•here there is
much concern, with newspapers
sUggesting that Sweden is being
systematically dotted o na Russian
artillery man or being used as an
obect of demonstation, directed to
the world in general.

HOW

SELFREGULATION

See Us For Your-

-VETERINARY SUPPLIES!
We have a good supply of popular veterinary
supplies, and will be glad to fill your needs.
HOG CHOLERA,
STOCK TONICS,

POULTRY POWDER
WORM CAPSULES

VETERINARY SYRINGES and NEEDLES

NEW OWL
DRUG COMPANY

CAR OWNERS

WORKS

TO LEND JAPAN 330,000,000
It will surprise son;ie people to
hear that the United States is arranging to -lend Japan about $30,000,000 for the purchase of transportation, road-building and communication equipment.
The loan was arranged upon the
request of General MacArthur for
the purpose of preventing disease
and unrest in attaining the objectives of Allied occupation.
There is nothing wrong with
su.ch a loan which, according to
officials, involves equipment which
would be loaned to the Japanese
to help them clean up debris and
restore communication. Obviously,
this is necessary if the Japanese are
to take care of their country. Occupatibn :20StS are now paid by the
United States and represent, in
themselves, something of a loan to
the defeated enemy nation.
If the cleaning up of destroyed
areas and the restoration of es-I
sential transportation facilities will'
assist in the rehabilitation of Japanese economy, it will probably
save this nation some money in connection with occupation expenses.
Moreover, as Japan's economy improves, there will be a lessening
demand for assistance.
THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS

who care use

TEUCO GAS AND 011.
We have accessories of all

kinds, Batteries

and Batt,ery Charging.
Do raipiOng, gxeasing, polishing and Simonizing, fix flats, vulcanize tires and tubes.

A Tennessee hillbilly discovered
a mirror which had been left behind by a tourist.
"Well, if it ain't my old pappy,
I never knowed he had had his
picture took."
He sneaked the mirror home and
went up to the attic to hide it.
But his wife spied hbn and that
night while he slept she 'slipped
up to the attic End fou;fd the mirror.
"Humnimmm," she exclaimed,
looking into the glass, "so that's
the old hag he's been running around with.'

CHAS. W. BURROW

A nationwide trend in today's
REAL ESTATE and
big business is the construction of
large factories in the smaller towns, PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
bringing resources nearer the production line. Paper mills, furniture OFFICE OVER CITY NATIONAL
RANK—PHONE SI
factories, and other industries utilizing abundant lumber are rapidly
Farm and City Property
moving to areas where the supply
List or Buy With Us!
is unlimited and readily available.

Kentucky brewers tau
determined that their

products shall be sold
only by reputable dealera.

To insure a high stcmdard of operation among
licensees, this Committee's field men limped
retail outlets regularly.
They observe whether
or not all laws cmd regulations are being observed, cmd whether
malt beverages ase being sold on the high
plcme demcmded by the
brewing industry.
Dealers are reminded
constcmtly of the necessity for strict compliance vrith the lcrw. The
vast mcliority of them
realize the far-reaching
value of Self-Regulation. and applaud its
progressive oblectives.
They know that their
own welfare is linked
Ineadricably with cbse
public good.

The
BRONZOLEUM
Concrete Burial Vault
Proven Dependability
Beauty
Permanenct
Strength

FOUNDATION
HAPPY

FP!N

HEYBUKN BUILDING
LOuISVILLE

Subscribe te THE NEIVS!

Watches C
Pieces of Al
ly Repaired

AN,
IEWELE

DR

Veterinary Service
Service Day or Night

TO

Phone 807-R
807-J
Or Call 70

Dr. H. W. Connaughton

13014 Only Thru
!wasn't Direcion.
Made and Serviced by

Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway

KATTERJOHN
Concrete Products
Padlicab. Ky.

Our Nation-,Wide Affiliations
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
distant cities

PIT BAR-B-i
SANI
Oppen Sunday

HOP'S
Plenty Ps
Curb
Across Street
Your Patrom

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
FULTON, KY.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Night—Phone 7

SAL

We handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults
.4111111MINIMIIHM111111111MMIIIIIIMMEr

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL KINDS OF

Seed Cleaning
We are equipped and have the experience to give you the.kind of service you
desire in seed cleaning.

We have
desiring promptly.
train you.

APPLII

Bald/

WE ALSO HAVE SEED FOR YOUR FALL
SOWING AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES.
See us for your FEED AND FERTILIZER
NEEDS, and let us do your CUSTOM GRINDING.

1111•01131111111191191111111111

A.C.Butts&Sons
East State Line
Phone 202-W or 202-J
Fulton, Kentucky

We do all k

Studio Sitt
Work, and

NOW'S THE TIME
TO FRESHEN UP
OLD WALLS
AND CEILINGS!

LET

GAR
212 Comm

. so quickly finished!
So easy ... so inexpensive
... Apply Kurfees Dim-Tone Semi-Gloss Finish in
the morning and in a few hours it will dry to•lovely,
bright, satiny finish that will last for years! . ..
Spreads smoothly, evenly, quickly.... And a little
goes a long way!

KENTUCKY ( ONIMITTEE

UNITED STATES
BREWERS

Accurate
WORK

DIM-TONE SEMI-GLOSS
A perfect wall - and - ceiling finish for any room-especially kitchens and bathrooms because it withstands repeated washings without dimming its lustrous beauty. Twelve exquisite tints from which te
choose including Ivory, Chamois, Shell Pink and the
famous Williamsburg Green. Let us help you select
authentic contrasts. Cokr chart free!

MEM

Keep I
Let us help
and giving

DRAIN AN
yam NEVI
TION SERI

"PURSE STRINGS" by RE-NU SHOE SHOP

Road Service

loam NOT TO IMMOIVO MTN

RE-NU
SHOE SHOP
MO MAYO TH.MAINATMI

MOULTRIE'S Rat

rrs WARAerrisass

Walnut St.

Phone 96

Fulton, Ky,

Phone 9193
We hanc
Your Patron

SAMS/ACTON Foil
CLOSIOmEOS

POL1

Located on West State Line Street
Phone 9183

KRAMER LUMBER CO.

RE-NU SHOE SHOP

Lake Street, Fulton

Next to the City National flank

Mayfield Hi

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KEN
TUCKY
Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

SOME VETERANS

NATIONS CLASH WITH
CHURCHES

MUST U. S. CONSIDER
•Silo Simpkins Says
CONQUEST?
General Omar N. Bradley per-Corn
land is too valuable to
Many Americans will be surprisThe history of the world is filled
forms a public service in calling atwaste away during winter—keep it
ed
at
the
conclus
ion
with
of
Dr.
Harold
instances of conflict between
tention to "a certain number" of
Watches Closks and Unto
under cover.
veterans, who are collecting un- various church organization and ex- C. Urey, noted scientist, who saYs
Pieces of All Kinds AccurateOne earlY corn harvest practice
that
the
United States faces a
ly Repaired at Low Coat by—
employment ,compensation without isting governments. For many centuries, there has been a tie-up be- choice of waging war to control the is positively shocking; another is
seeking employment.
world before othe mations get the cuting for silage.
ANDREWS
Under the GI bill a veteran may twen certain organization and poThe farmer who harvests corn
atomic
JEWELRY COMPANY
bomb or of forming some
litLcal
regime
s in many countries.
collect $20 a week for a maximum
effective machinery of international early enough to seed small grains
of 52 weeks while _unemployed. It Inevitably, there are occasions that
control to protect all nations from doesn't usually sigh for silage.
is a matter of common knowledge, result in the dissolution of the the
Not many growers will be "drunk
bomb.
doubtf
ul
alllian
ce
and
sometimes
which we have heard discussed
with success" whose cotton fouls
DRIVE IN
open
*Dr.
Urey
persecu
bases
tion
his
of variouc religthinking uplocally, that a number of veterans
on the fact that (1) there is no up the gin.
are ddrawing unemployment com- ious groups.
The farmer who relies upon the
In
militar
recent years, there has been
y development against the
pensation with out making any efCot too much at this time of year
TO SEE TJS
fort whatever to secure a job. There something of an open enmity be- bomb, (2) it is impossible to pre- may wake up after
the insects have
has been instances where veterans tween the Roman Catholic Church vent others from discoverning its taken the ton
from from his cotsecret,
and
(3)
the
the
Soviet
bombs
Government of Ruscan be made ton.
refusd mploymnt because
they
sia. This contest is being felt keen- cheaply and in large numbers, and
PIT BAR-R-Q, SOUP, CH/L1
drew the $20 a week.
It takes several weeks for NE:
(4)
if
ly, in Eastern Europe but lt is a
war breaks out they will be
ture and good cultivation to
The Veterans Administration says
put
SANDWICHES
rather difficult from the news a- used and will destroy our civilizathat about 1,700,000 veterans are
quality into coton, but poor pickvailable, to figure out exactly what tion.
receiving allowances at the rate of
ing or ginning can take it out quickis going on.
The idea expressed by the disOppen Sundays and Every Night $135,00
ly.
0,000 a month. With exceltinguished chemists is not altoget
Russia has been denounced as
hanlent employment opportunities, the
A feeder calf bought this fall will
er new because there have been
ti-religious and there have
been
not be one you wish you could buy
HOP'S LUNCH ROOM number is considered excessise and statements that Christian church
suggestions from other sources
es
General Bradley points out that if
next spring.
are tabooed by the Soviet Govern that the atomic bomb will be the
veterans waste their unemployment. A recent dispatch from MoS- means of giving the United States
Plenty Parking Space
ment compensation advantage now,
control over the world.
cow, by the Associated Press,
Curb Service
howthey may find themselves in trouever, quotes Dr. Louie Newton
He finds no solution to the pro,
ble later when employment might
blem except "the abolition of war"
Baptist preacher of Atlanta, Ga.,
Across Street From OK Laundry I not be available.
as
saying that his personal investiga- and, if this proves impossible, hints
Your Patronage Appreciated
that the United States should wzge
tion in three Russian cities has
conSubscribe to THE NEWS!
vinced him that a member of his a wa rof world conquest and subsequently police and control
church can practice his faith as
the
opworld. This alternative, he admits
enly in the Soviet Union as
,
anyis one that he doe_s not "conte
where in the world.
mMoreover, in Geneva, Hans Brog- plate with any pleasure" but he
adds that it is one "which may
er, a member of the board of
be
the
a strict necessity."
Rumanian Evangelical church,
says
that communist elements in
RuA little bit of "haymaking
mania are "unfriendly" toward
while
th, esun shines" will provide
the church but have not taken
more
a
We have an opening for sales ladies, and those
Nkd than any amount of
militant stand against religion.
regrettHe ing
this winter.
points out that Methodists
and
desiring • steady employment should apply
other Protestant groups, forbid
den
to function during Nazi occupa
promptly. They may be experienced, or we will
tion,
are permitted to operate freely.
In Poland, there is tension
train you.
between the Roman Catholic Church
and the government, with retalia
tory measures predicted
Chiropractor
against
church leaders. Hungary is debatAPPLY AT ONCE. Ask for Mr. Baldridge.
ing the question of church schools
, City
National Bank Bldg
with Leftist groups opposing
their
continuance and the teaching
of
religion in state schools.
Office Hous 9 to 12; 2 to 5
From Yugoslavia come reports
of
strong measures taken against
Evenin
gs 7 to 8 p. m.
some
members of the Roman Catholi
c
Fulton, Ky.
clergy and such officials say
Plasmatic Therapy
that
more than 400 priests have been
av.cused of "Fascist activities"
PHONE 97
and
that 200 of them have been
executElectrical Treatments
ed.

DR.E. B. CHERRY
Veterinarian
at the

Owl Drug Co.
Phone 460
DAY and NIGHT SERVICE
Night Phone AlLartin, 281

FOR

HEALTH'S SAICE-SEE YOUR

CHIROPRACTIC
PHYSICIAN
PHONE 450

DR. B. L. DAVIS
Upstairs Over Fry Shoe Store
FULTON, KENTUCKY

MEET UNCLE HANK ....
Your town's own

"Home

Town Philosopher" who will
appear in the columns of

SALES HELP WANTED

this newspaper. In pictorial
form, he will emulate the
noted philosophers of past
and

present.

His

advice

and witty sayings will

be
words worthy of heeding;
long to be remembered.

DR. T. M. REID

Uncle Hank will brink
you

Information

on

to
the

best place to. get hat blocking, cleaning

and

altera-

tions. Hell tell you of the
advisability of doing busi-

Baldridge's 5c-10c Store

ness with the

QUALITY CLEAIIERS

"PHOTOGRAPHS
LIVE FOREVER"

PRIVATE HEALTH AID
PLANS EXPANDING FAST

We do all kinds of photographic work, including
Studio Sittings, Home Portraiture, Commercial
Work, and Kodak Finishing.
LET US PHOTOGRAPH YOUR
DISCHARGE PAPERS

L

GARDNER'S STUDIO

212 Commercial Av.

Phone 693

Fulton

Keep Your Motor Smilin
Let us help you keep your car performing, and
and giving you carefree service.
DRAIN AND REFILL THE CRANKCASE
WITH NE'W on. — COMPLETE LUI3RICATION SERVICE — TIRES CHANGED AND
REPAIRED
Phone 9,193 for Pick-Up and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GLUF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage Is Always Appreciated

POLSGROVE
Mayfield Highway

HOURLY WAGE RATES
REACH RECORD HIGH
American industry is paying record-breaking hourly wage rates.
Average hourly earnings
for
workers in manufacturing industry
reached a record high of $1.06 an
hour in April and a further rise
to
$1.07 was indicated for May, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics has reported. The April average was one
cent above the wartime peak set
in January, 1945.
Rising wage rates since the end of
the war have off-set in part the
decline in "take home" pay catised
by shortening of the work week.
Average weekly earnings in April
were $42.92, down 4.50 from the
wartime top.

Do YOU know what

'OPERATION O.K."
Means to YOU ??

It means that WE WILL NOT SHRINK
YOUR DRY CLEANING by WET-WA:SHING it.

Our new "OPERATION O. K."

Process Dry Cleans all clothes, and

we

guarantee no shrinkage cleaning.

TIRES VULCANIZED
AND RECAPPED
Auto Parts
Sport
. . . _ ing Goods
Kelly-Springfield Tires
MEL SIMONS
phone 478

Fulton Ky.

.e

More than 21,000,000 persons now
are covered by voluntary plans
for
'hospital protection and /hese plans
are being extended to include medical costs. Many others are covere
d
by group hospital and surgical
insurances. group accident and sickness benefit plans and by mutual
benefit associations.
This tremendous growth of voluntary health protection plans was
pointed out by Andrew T. Court, of
the Labor Corporation, testfying before acongressional committee
against proposed government-sponsored compulsory hkealth insurance.
Business has taken the initiative
to extend voluntary health insurance programs. The C.bamber
of
Commerce of the United States
is
urging voluntary group effort
to
provide adequate medical service
s
for all the people.

Upper Main St, Fulton

1

OK LAUNDRY
Phone.130

Fulton, Ky.

THF, FULTON

?1•:.6.11iN: KENTUCKY

airtiATION

shot up to more than three million didn't. When the papers were ness— sell discoursgement— 'and
zniove Stains, add Nsw Sparkle to
on the Government payrolls. Sen- graded it developed that less than want to take over.
ator Byrd of Virginia and a few 50 percent of the contestants
The following information on thE
Business men said during the
other statesmen raised quite a passed.
current production and diarketing
war that there would be 55 milrow in Congress about the way
situation of burley tobacco has been
Will those who 'aged be fired lion jobs within a year
after the
that brass hats and bureaucrats and replaced. by more efficient
received from the U. S. Department
war. But gloom peddlers and powere being put on the Federel help? No, says the Civil Service litical
of Agriculture by M.D. Royse, Kengripers said there'd be 15
Kleenile *ode meow. bona.
payroll. As a result the number Commission, they will remain in
tucky State Director, Production
br
7•WAPLIO. •••
million unemployed by spring of
country
The
press
the
of
has
bridge i• • glue *I 'realm add • il•ti•
of persons employed by the Gov- their jobs and be given another
and Marketing Administration, and
Kleeeit•. Pr••••1 Stains. illseddiratkaus
1946.
devoted a god deal of space to the ernment is now 2,320,000.
•nd desitir• oder* di•appear. Yost teettk
test sometime in the future.
is released for the information of
sparkle like New. Ask nowt dews*
The U. S. Census Bureau now
President's economy plan. Some
today ler kleesikk
In the meantime, the Federal
growers who are looking ahead
says
that, in spite of strikes and
corrunents qre even so enthe
of
employee unions are planning a
toward plans for their 1947 crops.
Despite
KLEENIT
,,hte angry denials of
E the Brushless Way
shortages, there were 55,320,000
thusiastic as to express the belief
drive for another substantial wage
"The supply of Burley tobacco
jobs in May---: 570,000 more than
and opinion that there will be a government clerks, there seems to
increase.
for the 1946-47 marketing year has
the wartime peak!
balanced budget this year. The be little doubt that the Federal
Get ELICHNITE today kt DeMyer
attained the record level of 1,425,Bureaucr
acy
is
haven
a
for
thou.
balance
only way to
the budget is
Optimists are right—in Ameri- Drug Obpipany, Evan. Drug Com000,000 pounds, 88 millions pounds
I like America because here we ca!
to sell a lot of post-war bonds. sands of workers, who, beucause
pany and all good druggists.
more than for 1945-46 and 182 milcan disagree. We can kick over
That is "borrowing from Peter to of their incompetence and lack of
lion pounds more than for 1944.45.
the
traces
when
we
know-how, cannot qualify for jobs
feel like it.
pay Paul."
Carry-over on October 1, 1946, is
We can dislike a President and
The States are burdened with in private business. Businessmen
estimated to total
865 million
not
get shot for it. And we do not
welfare programs that include the who came to Washington during
pounds more than on the same
have to get in lockstep or get
aged, the blind, dependent child- the war were shocked by the indate two years ago. This rapid rise
ren, etc., etc. Nearly three million efficiency they found in the aver- lockup.
in carry-over and total supply reBlIt in
Cornmunism land, a
persons are receiving aid under age government office. It is not
sults from the large crops grown
three State programs. Just how the unusual to have a letter retyped "party" or 2 or 3 million rule alin 1944-45, and another large crop
Federal Government is going to four and five titne in a steno- most 200 million. If you don't
nof forecast for 1946. If the 1946
help them out has not been ex- graphic "pool" before it is maned comply you're liquidated. Colleccrop yields 560 million pounds, it
plained. Every indication is:. The out. In some government agencies tivism is not for "all the people."
See us for your New Patterns in Wall Papers.
will exceed estimated comsumption
budget will not be balanced, and a letter or document sent to the Here we can dissent. But in the
and exports during the coming
Paints, Varnishes, Finishers and Supplies.
land of revolution, you can't.
most of such talk is merely politi- general files is lost forever.
marketing year by 85
million cal propaganda.
Why, here in Amerisa we can
There is no more eloquent testpounds and increase stocks on hand
imony to these facts than the re- even disagree with our employers
OFFICE SUPPLIES OUR SPECIALTY
October 1, 1947, by a like amount.
—sometimes even with our emcent
stenographic
examinat
While
our
politician
ions
s
home
at
Because of this rapid increase in
given by the Civil Service Com- ployees!
Typewriters, Adding Machines and Cash
stocks the supply of Burley tobacco are bungling through cloudy skies
super-confusi
of
on,.
the
United mission to 32,000 contestants in
is considerably in excess of the reAmerica was built by optimists
Registers Carefully Repaired
and around Washington, all but
serve supply level and a surplus States "holds everything" and
—darn fools wo didn't know it
takes time 'off to hold elections 1,000 of whom were government
situation has developed. Disapcouldn't be done. They did it.
that are based on winning political workers.
pearance for each of these years is
Business men are
advantages for the most upset ofThe exam was an ordinary school
estimated at a fairly stable level of
They start things. They take risks.
ficials that ever managed the two test on typing and shorthand, plus
around 470 to 480 million pounds.
They see bright futures.
old political parties. Some of the a fevl simple questions on general
"Although individual acreage alBut in recent yeafs there has a,
COMPANY
Sert a tors a n d Rep re sen ta tives office intelligence. There was nolotments for 1946 were reduced 10
risen in America a crowd of
pessl-,
should be re-elected— notice, this thing tricky about it. The girls
percent the estimated 1946 acreage
304
mists—radicals and sadicals. They!
Walnut
Street
Phone 85
Fulton. Ky.
writer said: "Some." The U. S. either knew their stuff or they
of 499,000 acres is only 3 1-2 per:
paint things darkly—knock
bus1-1
Government has not shown a discent less than were harvested in
position, or desire, to control or
1945 and production now is estimatsotp strikes, and its leaders have
ed to be nearly as large as last
left most tasks undone that should
year.
have been done.
"If exports continue at current
levels, total disappearance for the
Veterans proved their faith in
1946-47 marketing year will amount Americanism
during the war. They
to about 475 million pounds. Do- fought and
many died to support
mestic consumption fo rthe 1946-47 the idea that
Americanism, a thing
marketing year is estimated at 450 difficult to
define but precious in
million pounds and is based upon this free land,
connotes a form of
a constinuation of a level of cigat Governme
nt superior to anything
rette output near the current enwe know.
nual rate of 340 billions and some
The Americanism which veterincrease in production of smoking ans fought
to preserve carries
tobacco which reached a low of on- over into their
peace time life. It
ly 50 million pounds during the is found, for
instance, as a vigorfirst six months of 1946 compared ous program
in the American Lewith 87 million pounds for the same gion, largest
of all evterans organperiod a year ago. Production of izations. Paradoxically,
the 'strongchewing tobacco, while relatively est criticisms ever
leveled at - the
unimportant in the Burley situation, American Legion, have
been laundecreased nearly 6 million pounds ched because that
organization has
during the first six months of this opposed Communi
sm.
calendar year compared with the
Soviet dictatorship was created
same period in 1945. Exports dur- in an underwor
ld of planning,
ing the current year are now esti- strategy, secrecy
and violence. Too
mated to be nearly double the pre- much of the
technique of the revwar level of about 12 million olution carries
over into their govpounds. Despite the marked in- ernmental operation
s today make
...ab
se in exports, this outlet still it difficult for
the friendship of
accounts for a relatively small per- the Western World
to be acceptcentage of the crop."
able. It is unwise for us to substitute Communism for Hitlerism.
GOLDEN GLEAMS
We have everything to lose by
permitting the spread of CommuThe only reward to be expectad nism here.
from the cultivation of literature
is contempt if one fails and hatred
Almost ever day there are items
if one succeeds.—Voltaire.
of news about "surplus war propLiterature is an avenue of glory erty" that has been picked up by
ever open for those ingenious men men who have "pull" that works
who are deprived of honor9 or of in some mysterious way its mysteries to perform.
wealth.—D'Israeli.
The Comptroller General is inLiterature is a kind of intellectual light which, like the sun, may vestigating a lot of cases and he
sometimes enable us to see what says the results will show the
vre do not !Rte.—Samuel Jahnson. waste of billions of dollars. There's
Our high respect for a well-read "dirt" being dug up and was scanman is praise enough of literature. dals are brewing. Yam may be
sure to expect that a lot of crooks
—Etmerson.
and tricksters will be ebposed.
Delicacy—a sad, sad false delicacy—robs literature of the best two
•'ert•ts-'
Before the war•therentere 887,-• • „..
things among its belongings: fami- 400
Federal employees "'and thEs
HE service extension portion of
ly-circle narative and obscene storto the hundreds of farmers in the
`alien equipment deliver* sue
ies.—S. L. Clemens.
Kentucky Utilities Company's $10,areas we serve. Most of them have
speeded up so Reddy gets rid oflbose '''. .!;::131-1..:•;A-'*716t
:1-1
,. • • - '',.0:;.:::"4
000;000 expansion program hits run
signed applications; they need the
"shortage

DENTAL PLATES

NO BRUSHING

INTERIOR
DECORATING?

FULTON WALLPAPER & OFFICE SUPPLY

REDDY HAS THOSE °SHORTAGE" BLUES, _

T

RUPTURE

CALL US

SHIELD EXPERT HERE
H. M. SHEVNAN; widely known
expert of Chicago, wilt personally
be at the Irvin Cobb Hotel, Paducah, Sunday and Monday only,
September 8 and 9, from 9 A.M. to
4 P.M.
Mr. Shevnan says: The Zoetic
Shield is a trernendous improvement over all former methods, effecting immediate results. It will
not only hold the rupture perfectly
no matter the size or location but it
will increase the circulation, strengthen the weakened parts, and thereby close the opening in ten daYs en
average case, regardless of
the
heavy lifting, straining or any position the body may assume, A
nationally known scientific method.
No under straps or curnbersome
arrangementh
and absolutely tic,
medicines or medical treatments.
1
Mr. Shevnan will be glad to demon- I
strata without charge
6509 N. Artesian Ave., Chicago 45
Large incisional hernia os rupture
following surgical operation
I
y 4(410f-ed.
•

.
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DRY CLEANING
—and—

LAUNDRY SERYKE
Cosh and Carry Sender
—Your Patronage Is Always Appreciated.

PARISIAN
LAUNDRY-CLEANER!
Phone 11

into A briar patch of snags. Factory
shutdOwis, strikei and shipping ,short- •
let
ages th copper, sieel and coal industries, manpower shortages in the 'great
forests in which poles are cut --have delayed manufacture and delivery
of equipment vital co electric extensions.
Deliveries of transfornsen, meters,
poles, wire, line hardware and the hie
are anal slow. Much of die dArble
of supplies that does come in is necessary to maintain existing
Orden
have become back orders, and badt
orders are being shipped short. nes
why your distracted' friend Reddy
Kilowatt has those "shOrtage" blues.
Our goal is to get immediate service

electricity so that Reddy can help do
du chores and make living easier and •
brighter. We are doing everything in
our power to achieve this goaL None
of our equipment goes into stock bins.
"From the packing caie to the mervice
truck" is our motto. As soon ss we
get it, you get service.
For instiuice, there have been cues
where ail the equipment was availabfr
except meters. Did that keep us from
running service? IT DID
U.'s president, R. AL Watt, told his
managen: "Oar farm customers want
electricity. If gluten are the ooly thing
holding you up, run the lines in without meters. Get service to these farms
the quidcest way you know how."

K.

Nar.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
I ncogrpor•ted

1200 Men and Womea Trying To Serve You As You Want
To Be Served

blues," you can be suet

U. will be in there pitching f.:;...xut,

ting up lines and extendlrig service.
And insofar as possible, farm lints
Will be built in each community in
the
order appliattic Is are received.

r,s.„.,

equipmecat
with. al/ adortage exist,
littliete*
wiser
and
tnppliers of
thcitY in
elee.
in
Kentucky,
arldf odier
oases.
this
'Nett'
bottleneck is
broken,
Will
be
first to
atnoitg
Ike
get
going at
&Peet?.
fall
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ChillshePer

$

ro MALARIA?
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for 'reefs
try hi

W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Rome
129 Unlvendty
Phone 399
MARTIN, TENN.
A DistbscUve Service WeU
Within Your Means

II
- SISSIX -NU
cnrov..-4. 6.0, As Do.doss

FURNACE and ROOF

et
011,

Let us clean and repair your furnace, or repair
your roof.
TIN WORK A SPECIALTY

Smallman & Webb
TIN SHOP
Main and Olive Streets,

Fulton, Ky.

Notice To
FARMERS:
Just a word to the farmers arotmd Fulton and
adjoining communities:
We are going to BUY AND STORE POTATOES THIS FALL in Fulton.
We are located in the Kramer Building just
east of the I. C. Railroad, near Usona Hotel. We
will appreciate your patronage.

Gordon, Somors
& Vaughan
No Building Is Immune
From FIRE-•

Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Drown ard
the proud parents of a baby girl,
born Tuesday morning at Flaws
Memorial Hospital. Her name is
Donna Sue.
Mr. and Mrs. Foit Dillon and
baby visited Marshal Moore Tuesday.
Mrs. Georgia Moore visited Mrs.
Nora Copelen a few days this
week.
Mrs. Melba Elliott underwent an
operation Thursday at Bushart's
Hospital. She is getting along as
well as could be expected.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen.
and Martha Kay and Mrs. Nora
Copelen visited Floyd Conner and
family for awhile Wednesday nite.
Mr. and Mrs. William Conner and
Elrnoore Cepelen and family went
fishing Frielp night and Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hill and Mrs.
Hill's sister from Evansville, Ind.,
came in Friday night for a visit
with Mrs. Melba Elliott.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Copelen
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Elmoore Copelen and family.
William Leon Wright, Jr., of
Water Valley Route I. has received his howrable discharge at Great
Lakes, Ili. He served overseas aboard the USS Logan and USS
Hornet.

PALESTINE
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt and
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard returned
home Saturday from a 10 day vacation in Florida, Washington and
other places of interest.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Browder of
Memphis spent the week end with
her mother, Mrs. R. H. Pewitt.

TIRE REPAIR
SERVICE
Vulcanizing
A Specialky
, AUTO PARTS
AND TIRES

Corer Main and Washington
FULTON, KY.

Bring us your dresses, coat suits, suits, etc,
and we'll make them spic-and-span and ready
for service again.

3. CHECK YOUR FIAE INSURANCE
POLICY—be sure you are fully covered—both
buildings and household effects.
4. If you have any insurance problems or
desire additional coverage, phone No. 5.

WE ALSO REBLOCK MEN'S HATS.

FIRE--it can happen to you!

g

,

We take careful pains with your clotbes when
you bring them to us for dry cleaningWe strive to render prompty, satisfactory
service and have built our business upon satisfied customers.

2. Clean out trash from attics, cellars and
closets.

faltana tentudry

We want to thank our many
friends and neighbors for every
kindness in the recent illness and
death of our mother, Mrs. Lou
1 McCall.
And for every visit, kind
word or deed, for the beautiful
flowers, for Rev. O.
Gardner for
his splendid service, and the Jacksir boys for their good work and
kindness to us.

CAGLE & BOWLIN
Furnaces Vacuum
Cleaned
Plumbing and Heating
Stoker Service
206 Church St.
Phone 399

Careful, Expert
Mel Simons Cleani* Service

1. Clean up your premises.

Main Street

CARD OF THANKS

PHONE 478

But everybody can follow tlaese vommon
sense precautions and help rediice the ha?,ards:

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY

CLASSIFIED ADS

Murray, Ky.—Veterans and housewives of Veterans VUlate at Murray State College IlHe the help yourself laundry
In the basement at Ordway Hall for use of vetenans and
their
wives.
There are now three wilts In operation, consisting of
three washers and three tubs for rinsing. ft is planned to add
three more units as well as a large dryer in Septembe
r. A
large 20-inch fan for air conditioning of the laundry
installed, and all emptying of the tubs and washershas been
hi done
for the housewives.
The best proof of the veterans' attitude is
evidenced by
the large number of veterans who are seen every
week helping the little woman do the weekly wash.
Pictured above (I. to r.) are Alton Riddle,
Fniton; Miss
Rose Marion Davis, Fulton (background); Mrs.
Riddle; Charles
Henson, Benton; M. G. Richardson, Murray,
who installed Use
equipment; Mrs. Henson; Mrs. Wilford 'Travis,
Benton; and
Mr. Travis.

ROCK SPRINGS

Mrs. Clara Caldwell and Mr. AlWe also want to thank evy
bert Terry were guests of Mrs. for the
Many kindnesses shown MS
Toba Wright Sunday afternoon.
since our accident. You mere am
Mr. C. J. Browder and Mrs. nice and
kind in every way, ashibb
James McDade were honored on we were in
the hospital, and OM*
their birthday Sunday at the home coming home.
We do sinceretg *fp
of Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Collier. preciate everythi
ng you have diorniaA delightful dinner was served on
We pray that God will Mesa "VW
the lawn. Those present were: Mr. for it all.
and Mrs. E. L. Bowers, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter WON%
Mrs. Harry Bowers, Mr. and Mrs.
Earl and May.
Harris Bowers, Mr. and Mrs. Odic
Leigh and daughters and Mr. and
Mrs. Nelms all of Reeves; Mrs.
Calvin Leigh of Martin, Mrs. Gip
FOR SALE—TabLe fop Flora111111)
McDade, Mrs. C. J. Bowers Mr. and 011 Cook Stove. O. G. lissreli.
and Mrs. John Bowers, Mr. and Cnstohfleld, Route.
Mrs. John Danel and son, Mr. and
FOR SALE—Five Reuss alendla
Mrs. Joe Bowers and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Bowers and fami- ing Parlor Heater. In goal
ly, James McDade and daughter, lion. Below Ceiling prim_ NW
Susan and the honorees. An en- small coal heater. can OIL
joyable day was spent and departNOTICE!
ed wishing for many returns of
If you have termites, write at• Mar
the day.
Carl Grooms for free impollok,•
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell and 402 South Ilth Street,
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Brown attended Phone 716-R. Reference hindilllik
a singing at Good Springs, Sunnoday.
FOR
SALE--I
onatban
Fall mew
James Browder has
returned
from his vocation at Oak Ridge, ty Apples and other muilleMs.
Tenn., with his brother, Milton Luther Watkins, Quids/SDK lb.
Browder and Mrs. Browder.
Mr. Gus Donoho is reported imNOTICE—I am
persIMIMIRK7
proving at the Baptist hospital in fixated
at Owl Drug Cs. MINNS
Memphis after a recent operation. 8:30
a. rn. to 6 p. m. or by agogiallith
Mesdames A. M. Browder and ment.
Dr. Cherry, Veterbotribm.
Morgan Davidson attended a disMO.
trict counsel of Homemakers in
Mayfield Monday.

`)

"INFORMATION PLEASE"

Kentuckes moused service men and women are
seeking ans'Wers to questions that affect their
funue welfare.
They want to kncrw where to get a job, how
to
obtain a loan, what to do so that they can go,
back to school, and many, naany other things.
Local organizations, both public and private,
are
attempting to advise our veterans. Howeve
r,
there is generally little coordination betwee
n
groups and we sometimes find that a rnan has
to consult several organizations before he is able
to find the solution to his particular proble
m.
The Postwar Advisory Planning Commis
sion af
Kentucky recommends that all local groups diat
are sincere in their desire to assist
returned
service people organize themselves into a
VetMOS Clearing House;the
Clearing House would
refer the veteran directly to the member agency
best suited to answer his problem.
OUR VETERANS DESERVE
THE BEST POSSIBLE SERVICE

QUALITY CLEANERS..i,
Commercial Avenue

Easy To Build
With BLOCKS
Concrete or Cinder Blocks, Waterproof Cement,
Sand and Gravel. See us for your buikrmg
needs.

Peblhhed In the Interest of
Kentucky's Future by
1:177M:trall111
"He gets hot tinder the collar when he finds me sold out of
Fulton Pure Milk"

Fiilton Pure Milk Co.

HENRY I. SEIGEL CO.

Adams & Lowe .
Martin Highway — Fulton, Ky.
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above
You cannot raise cotton
groups under Navy or Mabut you can
it;
into
Yorm. for I am a human being and Army
govi'n
grade
rine command, but, in Japan, naval the
careful
have all the cussedness of the
protect that grade with
forces act under his command."
breed; it is possible that I will aand ginning.
picking
n
several
This brings to mind the sktuatio
Mr. Albeit Gargus left
gain talk hoarsely and try my arts
will
the Pacific theatre
days ago for Florida where he
on hardened old fellows in the that existed in
has
of war during the struggle with
reside. Mrs. Lottie Cantrell
audience.
who
when there was no unity of
charge of his small children,
But it is a relief to know that Japan,
Nimwill ented the grade schol at Union one boy's life was certainly not comand in that area. Admiral
naval forces
of
charge
in
was
itz
Dis. No. 1.
for
diary
lacking in events. My old
MacArthur was in
Leslie Buton, 3 months old in- 1905, when I was sixteen-going-on and General
Welding and Machine
LassiButon
command of Army troops, but there
fant of Mr. and Mrs.
seventeen, is voluminous in its acon
Shop
was no single commander, as in the
ter under-went a minor operati
counts of where I went, whom I
is
He
n theatre. ObvioUsly, if the
.
Europea
Sunday
l,
not
Memoria
read,
I
Haws
what
at
saw, what I heard,
is
d
theory of a single comman
doing nicely.
Electric and Acetylene
to mention plain daily farm work.
s
- ound, It should have been in efMr. John Lintz has bought the Suppose we look at the single comWelding
vil- position book that records my life fect in the Pacific area during the
Sam Bynum farm near by this
vi-ar with Japan.
I
house.
1905.
new
20,
a
August
erect
to
will
9
from June
liage and
Congressmen and other experts,
Mr. Lowell Copeland is suffer- am sure that most other healthy
the inGeneral Repairing
under
boys lived just su.ch busy lives and interested in the defense of
ing an eye ailment and
treatment of a specialist in May- probably thought them humdrum. tersts of this country in the Pacific
might make a start
field.
Bear in mind that this particular in future wars,
Phone 345
All elementary school open in period was no more active than in solving the problem by conduct
n
ascertai
to
Union
At
ation
.
investig
Monday
an
this section last
other. First of all, I, attended Sun- ing
103 McDowell St.
Dis. No. 1, Misses Lucille Cook, day School at Sulpher Springs why divided comand was deemed
,
Lillian Brooks and Lottie McCuan church every Sunday except oni, advantageous during the late strug!
At Lone Oak, Mr. Ti A. McClain. when an inopportune shower kept gle.
T.
P.
wake
wide
has
school
this
for
Each
me at home. But I made up
A. :Lnd at a later date the lunch hiatus in my religious life by at- 1
rooms will open.
tending church services on the
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields set- regular church day and then went
up house keepink the past week on nearly every nie‘it to a protracted
the Grover True farm.
meeting fo rtwo weeks. Company
A move is now in progress for came every w
eekend, sometimes
.
the rebuilding of Salem Baptist eight or te npeople at a time. Somc
church and a committee. has been of then were plain. coemonplace
appointed to raise the neccessary relatives that everybody has too
funds. Any contribution will be many of, but some were rather
greatly appreciated by public or charming young people arourAl my
members who have moved away. own age. In between weekends
Mr. Grover True is rebuilding his there was seldom a day when some
residence and also re-toping. which one did not eat dinner with us, for
will be an attractive home when father's being a doctor insured that
completed.
there would always be visitors. and
Mrs. Hugh Ross and children have- usually hungry ones at that. One
been visiting relatives here. They weekend some of our guests ate
have returned to Detroit where Mr. too much and remained for several
Ross has been employed for some d•sys, unable to be taken home. A
time.
big family and its guests in a small
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham house, with every bed taken, inand children, JaneIle and George cluding the one in the front room,
Ed of Dresden spent the past week are hardly conductive to a fellow's
end with their parents, Mr. and pining for excitement. An exciting
Mrs. Ed Friends.
primary election came on, too,
Mr. Harvey Donoho attended the when representatives to the Genbed side of his father, Gus Donoho, eral Assembly were to be chosen.
who is a patient in Baptist hospi- That meant candidate speakings,
tal in Memphis. Mr. Donoho has un- one of which occurred at the picdergone a major operation and re- nic at Sulpher Springs. And the exported doing nicely.
citement got more and more inRev. Jack McClain will fill his tense as the fatal day approached.
OMR YOUR MAUI TODAY FROM
regular semi-monthly appointment My candidate, the young lawyer,
at Salem on next Sunday.
up
now of Corbin, lost, but he put
W.T. Lngrum, Water Valley Ky., R.1.
a good fight. One Sunday afternoon
I drove far up the creek to Mace•TIDBITS
Cecil Burnette, Fulton, Ky.
donia and helped conduct a singing
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school. My copy of Comfort came,
C. M. Hornsby & Son, Hickman, Ky.
doubt I wept on the inno
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School started, and I entered on
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andjas
so
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debted to said estate please see me
advantages! These are in addition to free food,
how I managed to live through it
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at once.
medical and dental care, low-cost insuranc
ing,
all.
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and profitable
J. C. Sugg, Sr., Administrator of
There's adventure, travel, education, a secure
at your
details
fall
Get
on.
professi
realistic
vital,
this
W. M. Patrick personal estate.
future in
NO SINGLE COMMAND
nearest Army Recruiting Station.
LN PACIFIC

AUSTIN SPRINGS

PLUMBING SERVICE

GUY WEBB

JUST CALL FOR

R. D. STRATTON, Plumber
at the

B.& B. SLTPPIX Co.
My home address is Fourth-ave., Highla'nds,
Fulton, Ky.

Now Open
For Business!

RplanOt
O
mers

We are now ready tO serve you at our new
Service Station and Grocery, 1 1-2 miles
south of Fulton on the Martin Highway. We
offer the motoring public complete Gulf Service.
' GOOD GULF GASOLINE
GULF NO-NOX, High Test Gasoline
GULF PRIDE MOTOR OILS
We invite you to visit us, and will appreciate
your patronage.

ar

CAMPBELL'S

than any
other Hybrid

Service Station &Grocery
Les Campbell, Prop.

OUR PASTEURIZED PRODUCTS
BUOY WIDE POPULARITY
Hundreds of our patrons are enjoying the
tieb, wholesome goodness of our pure pasteurized milk, which provides

priceless vitamins

and minerals to build strong bones and healthy
bodies.

CALL FOR "PURE" MILK
FOR THE HEALTH'S SAKE

Fulton Pure Milk Co.
Phone 813-1

Fulton, Kentucky

TAX NOTICE
If you owe City Taxes they are deliaquent.

THE ARMY HAS A
GOOD JOB FOR YOU!

Hanson W. Baldwin, military
writer for The New York Times,
calls attention to the mixed command situation in Hawaii, where
neither Army nor Navy is supreme,
but points out that the defense of
th eislands depends upon coordination ,not joint command.
Mr. Baldwin says that "General
MacArthur and his staff are believed to be opposed to placing

RADIO REPAIR
SERVICE

The Mayor and: City Council have instructed me to collect same by September 1st or file suit in City Court which will add additional expense
on delinquent taxes.

Parts and Tubes
1Pay taxes at the City Clerk's office before September 1st. 1946.
Phone 1261

K. P. DALTON, Chief of Police
Delinquent Tax Collector

7

HAM'S RADIO
SERVICE '

324 Walnut St., Fulton

Highlights of Regular Army Enlistments
1. Enlistments for 1 Vs, 2 or 3
years. (1.yeer enlistment. permitted
for men now in the Army with 6 or
more months of service.)
2. Enlistment age from 16 to 34
years inclusive (17 with parents'
consent) except for men now in the
Army, who may reenlist at eny age,
g
and former service men dependin
on length of service.
3. A reenlistment bonus of $50
for each year of active service since
such bonus was last paid, or since
lest entry into service, provided
reenlistment is within 3 months
after last honorable discharge.
4. A furlough for men who reenlist within 20 days. Full details of

other furlough privileges cell be obt•ined from Recruiting Officers.
5. Mustering-out pay(based upon
length of service) to all men who
ars discharged to reenlist.
6. Option to retire at half psy
for the rest of your life otter 20
years' service - increasing to three,quarters pay efter 30 years'service.
All previous active federal military
service counts towerd retirement.
7. GI Bill of Rights benefits assured for men who enlist on or before
October 5, 1946.
8. Choice of branch of eervice
end oversees theater (of those lain
open) on 3.year enlistments.
MONTHLY
Starting
INCOMI AMR:
lose Pray
20 Years' 30 Veers'
Per
Service dervle•
Meath

NEW PAY SCALE
11
la Addition te CleffsIng, Feed.
Lodging. Medical end Csivetel
Care.
In addition to pay shown at
for Service
right: 20% Inc r
Ov•rsees. 50% if H•rnber of
Flying or Glider Crews, 57. Increase in Pay for Each 3 Y.!I
of Seryic•.

Master Sergeant
or First Sergeant $165.00 $107.25 $185.61
87.75 151.88
Technical Sergeant 135.00
74.75 129.38
Staff Sergeant . . 115.00
65.00 112.50
. . . 100.00
Sergeant
58.50 101.25
90.00
. . .
Corporal
52.00
90.00
80.00
Private First Class .

Private . . . .
A

Listen to "Werriors of Peace,"
"Voice of the Army." "Proudly
We Hail," Mark Warnose's Army
Show,''Sound f." "Harry Wiesner Sports Review.," and "Spotlidht Bands" on your radio.

75.00

48.75

84.38

GOOD JOB FOR YOU

CHOOSL THIS
I INE PRUrESSION NOW! ,

It a MIlllenl”
USW stew at your nearest Army RecreltIng Station and ''Malris

KY.
U. S. FEDERAL BUILDING, PADUCAH,

Ammults MSC
/
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NIMBUS CLOUDS ARE RAIN CLOUDAr/
ITS GONNA POUR •
AND ME WITHOUT A
SUMBERSHOOT!

ne

FALSE '

TRUE

1
•

Answer

ANSWER TO LAST WEER'S QUIZ
to last week's question is TRUE. The White House

Distinctive Furniture
Modestly Priced
If you wish to add new beauty to your home, or you
,
are setting up housekeeping and need a complete outfit
it will be worth your while to visit our big store. We
up
can help you arrange an atfractive, appealing gro
that will please you and your guests.

was originally called the palace.

OFAFFD

SPECIAL PRICE 22

BEDROOM SUITES

of drawers,
A beautiful 3-piece Bedroom Suite. including bed, vanity and chest
attractively priced at only _ _ $12'5.00
at a distinct savVanity, Vanity Stool
This week we are featuring a handsome Living Room Suite
A handsome bedroom suite of four beautiful pieces-Bed,
00
$165.
ar
Regul
ial.
mater
wine
tive
95
attrac
$169.
ings. Two pieces, upholstered in
and Chest of Drawers, and priced at
des Bed, Chest dr
$149.50
value, now only
Your Choice of a 3 or 4-room Bedroom Suite, which inclu
$175.00
only
for
er
Drawers, and the choice of Vanity or Dress
BLANKET TIME AGAIN
We have a limited number of Part Wool Blankets,
ra-yon trimmed. Size 72x84, as long as they last •
- $6.95
at only

BEAUTIFUL DINNETTE SUITES

ROCKERS AND MORE ROCKERS

AN EXTRA RUG CAN ALWAYS BE USED
We have a nice lot of Throw Rugs, in various
sizes and styles. Priced from _ $1.75 to $16.95

tI

ANOTHER CHIFFEROBE
MAY COME IN HANDY
We have a nice assortment of Chifferobes, which
always come in handy for storage space.
NO. 1-Chifferobe with four drawers, hat box
$33.50
____________
and clothes closet
NO. 2-Chifferobe with four drawers-, hat box
$52.95
and two spacious clothes closets

Includes
Made of solid oak, beautiful finished.
table and four upholstered chairs.
$62.50 and $94.50
Priced at

ts
The popular, economical E-Z-Do Clothes Close
5
$5.50 and $10.9

SOMETHING NEW!
Corner
We have just received some Colonial
$27.50
Cabinets at
$27.50
Also the popular China Safe

ED
TS
ing
en!
'list
ned
her
st 6
y
.raera.
cals
mai
oth-

1

ible
our

All-Metal Desk Lamp

$5.50

All-Metal Goose Neck Desk Lamp
MORE LIGHT ON THE SUBJECT

$2.89

Our assortment of rockers will please you. We
have them in various designs and colors priced
$13.50 to $21.95
from,
$22.50
PLATFORM ROCKERS, priced at
OCCASIONAL CHAIRS

$13.15 to $19.50

LOUNGING CHAIRS, with ottoman _

$59.50

EXTRA BEDS
Sometimes an extra bed is needed. Just look at
this outfit. All-Metal Bedstead, Springs and Mat_ $35.00
_
tress, regular $38.85 value
ing
sleep
good
Rollaway Bed, complete with
$31.95
mattress
We also have Baby Beds, priced at $19.95 with
$10.95
mattiess to match at

NEED A NEW COOKING RANGE?
water
We have two popular designs, with hot
jackets.
$64.95
Cast Iron Top
$67.50
Porcelain Finish, Steel Top

REMEMBER US FOR RADIO SERVICE
We give One-Day Service. We will pick-up your
radio in the A. M.and return it to vou in the P.IL,
if you live inside the city. Also a nice stock cif
Tubes, Parts are available.

JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT
OF STUDIO COUCHES

obloon
who

Soul.

Pe7
✓ 20
Ore..
vice.
i['icy
t.
• ass(or*
rvice

still

MILT
MDR
APTIM
tO Yeere
Service

$185.63
151.813
129.38
112.50
101.25
90.00
84.38

These Studio Couche are well constructed, of
full spring design, handsomely upholstered.
$89.95
Priced at

do the
Yes, sir, this handsome Floor Lamp will
0
$27.5
_
_
work. 6-Way Style, and priced at __

RECORDS
New Shipment of Records
arriving regularly

FULTON ELECTRIC & FURNITUREN, CO,
319-323 WALNUT STREET

ERNEST LOWE!, Manager

"t

PHONE 100
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"Retonga Priceless To
Me," Says Mr. Repass

LADIES MISSIONARY
SOCIETY MET

The Missionary Societies of the
church
Cumberland Presbyterian
met with Mrs. Cecil Burnette and
Mrs. Lu.cy Burnette, Wednesday,
August 21 in an afternoon proFelt Too Weakened To At- "I lost my appetite and no matter gram. The missionary meeting was
careful I was about the little conducted by the president, Mrs.
tend To Business. Dis- Ihow
forced down gas and sour stoE. Bondurant. An interesting protress From Nervous In- mach tortured me unmercifully," E.
gram was given from the Missiondigestion Promptly Re- continued Mr. Repass. "I felt too ary Messenger. Mrs. E. E. Bondulieved, Poultry Dealer restless to sleep soundly and so rant, Mrs. J. C. Sugg and Mrs. DelDeclares "Retonga Put weakened I could hardly walk a- la Lawson participated on the proround the block. I was thirty-five
Me Back On My Feet." pounds underweight and whenever gram.
The Ladies Aid was conducted by
I looked in the mirror I felt like Mrs. Cecil Burnett,e president. AfI saw a stranger. Headaches from ter a short business session a socconstipation would almost knock ial game was conducted, and the
me out and harsh laxatives became prize went to Miss Clarice Bona habit with me. I couldn't help durant.
being alarmed because I seemed to'
Mrs. J. R. Powell and Mrs. Eukeep going downhill.
gene Bondurant sang as a duet "Be
Still and Know," and Miss Ann
"Retonga promptly brought me Ballou sang as a:solo, "Savior Like
priteless relief. My appetite soon a Shepherd Leaiys."
returned, I regained thirty-five
There were fiffeen members of
pounds and now work ten to twelve the Ladies Aid present and two vishours daily without tiring. Nights itors. A salad plate was served at
I get plenty of refreshing sleep. the close of the meeting by the hosMR. W. E. REPASS
Constipation and indigestion dis-. tesses.
••I lost thirty-fivce pounds while stress are relieved, and I feel fine.
•Suffering torment from nervous Retonga surely put me back on my I
NOTES AND COMMENTS
Indigestion and could not look after feet."
my business. Retonga promptly
If you -don't think the Russians
Retonga is intended to relieve
Ccought back my appetite and I
,have again reached my normal 165 distress due to insufficient flow of are tough, ask the Germans.
If you haven't checked your coal
pounds weight and feel fine," digestive juices in the stomach, loss
Vattfully states Mr. W. E. Repass, of appetite, Vitamin B-1 deficiency supply now is a good time.
If you don't know what Dog
417 'West Front St., Knoxville, and constipation. Accept no substiTenn. widely known poultry deal- tue. Retonga maybe obtained at Day..s are, now is a good time to
Adv. learn.
DeMyer Drug Co.
er.
New
production is better, but
LOC.%LS
Mrs. A. J. Damron Alvin Jene strikes are still ihrottling the grei't
and little Miss Sandra Webb spent industry.
R.N. and Mrs. C. H. Warren, of the day in Martin Wednesday.
Yugoslavia is acting almost as
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Albritten, of tough as Finland did when she
Carbondale, Ill , were guests in the
Paducah were guests of Mrs. J. W. jumped Russia.
tome of their son, James Warren,
Gordon and Mrs. D. C. Ligon this
You may get less meat in the futhe first of the week. Rev. War- week.
ture, but you'll probably get more
ren was formerly pastor of th.2
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pickering of for your money.
'Baptist church in Fulton and is now
What has happene dto the nice
Jackson spent Sunday here with
pastor of the church in Carbondale.
Mr. Pickering's mother Mrs. R. E. peaceful Sunday afternoon drive in
Pickering.
th country?
The man who paid what we callSeveral baseball fans from Maitin attended the game last Tues- ed a high price for a new car in
June wasn't so dumb.
day night.
Some of the movies convince the
.•t....._ ---04- N' '. i '
meekest of us, at times, that we
could be great actors.
IFULTON, KENTUCKY
The best way to get world respect
is to display a "big stick" in EuIlWIMIT AND SATURDAY
rope and the Far East.
We haven't seen any of the big
Double Feature
soap companies offering new automobiles for a jingle lately.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
"Pinnochio"
The man who is caught under the
axe today is the salaried worker,
TODAY AND SATURDAY
—Plus-professor, clerk or otherwise.
CHAS. STARRETT
The best news we have had lately
,
is that the price of an air-mail
In
stamp is going down to five cents.
•V
,
The best way to get work done
"Roaring Rangers"
.in hot weather is to start early
'
when it's cool and finish before it
gets hot.
SUNDAY-MONDAY
The attitude of some of the AXi3
partners at the peace .-...onference
JOAN BENNETT
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
makes us wonder if we' won the
GEORGE RALPH
war after all.
also LADD
In
If you like hunting, get out your
onEltim.
old gun and stock up on shells.
illTZGRALD
.0.
"Nob Hill"
The shells may be higher but not
NOW•
as high as meat.
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If you think this weather is hot,
TUES. - WED. - THURS.
.....
ask some of the boys who stayed
Added FOX NEWS
Double Feature
in North Atfrica in 1943, '43 and '45
how cool it is.
The best way to be careful on
WED. - THURS.
DON
the highway is to drive in daylight,
PORTER
IERENDA
drive slowly,and do nothing else at
JOYCE
• KURE IN LOVE!
t'ne time.
CHARLES
\
MORISON
„........""°
4
Baseball fans will probably wake
\ BOYER
up soon to read that Frank Sinatra
JENNIFER
\
Plus
has bought ari interest in the Brook\ JONES
delEgt
lyn Dodgers.
.. MICHAEL BROWNE in....
In view of the international sitFWil NEWS
"Crime of the Century" uation it's not surprising that the
columnists are showing more, re-

ri; w rocLc.,..
uuron

spect for "brass hats."
Other than China Palestine India,
the Middle-East, the Balkans, and
Russia, the world seems to be enjoying peace.
If you're worried about wild
Lions, the experts say the ferocious
ones won't harm you. It's the old
onse that are man-eaters.
If you're planning to go to school
this Fall, buy your books now. A
book shortage might develop any
time. (Pupils will hate this.)
If this country's oil wells run
dry in the next twenty years. as
some of the experts say, oil in the
Middle East would come in handy.
'Two years ago this time the Allies
were just beginning to iout the Nazis and break out all over France.
They got back home in even faster
time.
The good executive is the man
who can hire top-notch men to
handle key jobs, so that he may be
able to leave 3or a month's vacation
with operation continuing smoothly.
If you wonder why John Jones
is rich. and you're not, maybe its
because he's got that certain something, which nobody has ever de•
fined correctly. Some people call
it ability to make money.

SUITS

THREE-IN-ONE

Men's and students's suit production in the first half of this year
was almost 12,000,000 suits, nearly as many as were. produced In
the entire'. year of 1945 ,according to the CPA. In the second
quarter, the industry turned out
he said..
6,300,000 suits, at an annual rate
"Your versatility is amazing — greate rthan ever achieved before.
you're a barber, butcher and pa-.
perhanger all_ in one.'
Subscribe to THE NEWS!

The barber was rather careless
and cut his customer's face in several places, patching up the cuts
with paper.
The customer handed the barber a dollar,. "Keep the change,"

GOLDEN GLEAMS
You do ill if you praise, but worse
if you censure, what you do not
rightly understannd.—Leonardo de
Vinci.
Ignorance is a coluntary misfortune.—Nicholas Ling.
A man may live long and die at
last in ignorance of many truths
which his mind was capable of
knowing and that with certainty'.
—John Locke.
Ignorance is preferable to error; and he is less remote from the
truth who believes nothing than he
who believes what is wrong.—Thomas Jefferson.
Ignorance never settles a question.—Benjamin Disraeli.
GOOD CURE
Mr. Smith—Your wife used to
be nervous, now she doesn't seem
to show any sign of it. What did
you do for her?
Mr. Brown—That was easy; the
doctor simply told her that nervousness was sign of age.

FEATURING
32 IMPORTANT
ADVANCEMENTS
New aluminurn alloy
pistons with 4 rings
each—new SILVALOY
bearings .. . these aad
many more advancements mean more work
for less muneyi

These fine new trucks add still
further to the great Ford trucic
reputation of- more work for
less money. Thirty-two nevi
engineering advancements increase their efficiency and your
profits!

We Service All Makes
Our thoroughly trained

truck
mechanics snd special truck
service facilities enable us to

give you A-I eervice on all
snakes.

HUDDLESTON MOTOR CO.
FULTON, KY.

NEW TRUCKS

USED TRUCKS

TRUCK SF , ‘•, 'CF

Subscribe to THE NEWS!
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(The Southern Bell family is made up
of a whale of a lot of folks. As far as
we know, it's the largest group employed by any company in the ttille•
Southeastern states.
Operators, engineers, accountants,
maintenance, construction, business
office and administrative personnel—
there are 45,000 busy telephone people.

But that's not all. The number quickly
grows to an astonishingly large part

110TTLED UNIX! ALITHONITY OF PIP COCA-COLA COMPANY NY

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.

of the South's population when mil
picture each telephone member in his
own family circle and count about
four noses to the family. You see, directly or indirectly, they're all interested in giving you the kind of telephone service you want night and day.
Telephone people are your friends
and neighbors—the kind of folks you
like to rub elbows with. You always
know them by the voice with a smile.
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